
Soapstone Chakra Style Maa
Lakshmi Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 01041
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Statues & Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Maa
Lakshmi Statues

Product Description

Get artistic with the magnificent piece from CRAFTS ODISHA. The gorgeous 4 inch statue of Maa
Lakshmi adds subtle flair to any décor theme. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 3.9
x 2.7 x 1.1 inch Position: Sitting Statue
A mesmerizing sculpture:

The lovely statue of Goddess Laxmi is sitting on a Simhasan with a lotus base.
The light smile on the face and delicate carving are enough to mesmerize the statue.
The fabulous graven image is made by the brilliant arts man of Odisha, where stone
engraving is globally famous for its intricate design.

Laxmi; The paragon of good luck

She is married to "Vishnu". Lord Vishnu represents all that masculine and Laxmi represents
all that feminine. Together they called as Laxmi-Narayana.
She was admired as the Goddess of wealth prosperity, fortune, and power.
She was born out from the ocean of milk at the time of its churning.
The household goddess of most Hindu families and is worshipped daily.
She has generally worshipped in Diwali (the festival of light) and also in Sharad
Purnima(the festival of harvest).
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Direction and placement suggestion:

The dainty statue should be placed in the North or east part of the Northeast corner of the
home or office.
You can use the tiny-winy sculpture of your temple of home, office, and shop.
The tiny sculpt can be placed on the cupboard, showcase, or any bookshelf of the living
room and office.
You can even place it on the dashboard of your car and present your dear.
Gift your dear one at their special event.

The graciousness of keeping the stone sculptures:

She bestows her devotees with wealth and progeny.
She provides good fortune and bestows her devotees with prosperity.
She is also known as "Moksha Pradayini", freeing one from the liberation( cycle of death
and rebirth).
The worshiper also gets beauty, success, and knowledge.

How to clean:

The miniature structure is made from Soapstone.
Soapstone is weather-resistant and durable.
To clean off the sculpt, take a piece of dry cloth to wipe down the surface.
Clean it time to time, to keep the dust away from the stone sculpture.
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